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Getting Loopy with Iterators!
In order to do anything really interesting, computers need to do the same things over and over.  The Hi-Lo game is a good example.  If you only got to guess once for a number between 1 and 100, you might lose interest in guessing.  If a word processor only let you type in one word, what good would it be?  If your web browser could only show one web site it wouldn't be very useful.  Even if you look at a single web page, if the web browser can not load each image on the page (this is done by looping), it would be ugly or unusable.  Looping is important!

One reason to loop in a computer program is to repeat some action until a certain condition is met.  For example in the Hi-Lo game we loop until the game is won.  Another reason to loop is when we want to do something a very specific number of times.  Here is an example from Lesson Three:

  print "L";
[oneMoreTime]
  print "OO";
  counter = counter + 1
  if counter < 10 then goto [oneMoreTime]
  print "PY!"
  end 
 
A fancy word for a looping command is iterator.

Looping with WHILE/WEND
In Lesson Three we showed how to create loops using branch labels and the GOTO command.  This is a fine way to create loops (they work), but most programming languages come with built-in iterators designed to make some kinds of looping easier and cleaner.  One of these iterators is called WHILE/WEND.  Here is what our program above would look like if we rewrote it to use WHILE/WEND:

  print "L";
  while counter < 10
    print "OO";
    counter = counter + 1
  wend
  print "PY!"
  end
  
Try this program in the debugger to see how it works.  The WHILE/WEND iterator will loop as long as the comparison in the WHILE command computes to true. So in our above example, as long as counter is less than 10, the WHILE/WEND loop will repeat the code between WHILE and WEND.

When using an iterator there is no need for a branch label.  This can be very nice because not all loops can have a more meaningful branch label than [oneMoreTime].  If your program has more than a few loops, it can be hard to create a different name for each branch label.  WHILE/WEND can save you from creating programs with branch labels named [againAndAgain], [oneMoreTime], [rinseAndRepeat], [playItAgainSam], etc.  ;-)

Another interesting feature of a WHILE/WEND loop is that the code inside the loop will never execute if the comparison is false to begin with.  Execution will just skip right over the loop.  Let's add a line of code to the beginning of the program to show how this works:

  counter = 10
  print "L";
  while counter < 10
    print "OO";
    counter = counter + 1
  wend
  print "PY!"
  end

What do you think will be the printed output of this program?  If you guessed LPY! then you guessed right!  The code that prints the letters OO just gets skipped right over.  Here is what the code would look like if you wrote it using branch labels and GOTOs.

  counter = 10
  print "L";
  if counter >= 10 then [skipOver]
[oneMoreTime]
  print "OO";
  counter = counter + 1
  if counter < 10 then [oneMoreTime]
[skipOver]
  print "PY!"
  end
  
Looping with FOR/NEXT

These example show how to loop until a condition is met, but they also demonstrate how to loop until a certain count is reached.  BASIC has a special iterator for looping and counting at the same time.  This is called FOR/NEXT.

Let's look at how our example above looks rewritten to use FOR/NEXT:

  print "L";
  for counter = 1 to 10
    print "OO";
  next counter
  print "PY!"
  end

This is the shortest and simplest version of the program so far.  This is because the counting part is done for us.  There is no counter = counter + 1 line needed.

Here is how it works:

 - The FOR command sets counter to 1 and sets a limit of 10.
 - The PRINT command is executed.
 - The NEXT command increases counter by 1.
 - If counter hasn't reached the limit of 10, we loop back and repeat .

Try the example in the debugger.  If is still isn't clear that the program is counting, maybe this example will make it clearer.

  for counter = 1 to 10
    print "value is "; counter
  next counter
  end

Realize that we can choose any valid variable name.  This works just as well:

  for chickens = 1 to 10
    print "value is "; chickens
  next chickens
  end

Also, we don't have to start at one and end at ten.

  for counter = 5 to 8
    print "value is "; counter
  next counter
  end

A special STEP option allows us to specify how much to add (instead of always counting by 1), so we don't have to count by one.

  for counter = 1 to 9 step 2
    print "value is "; counter
  next counter
  end

And STEP can even be used to count backwards, like this:

  for counter = 10 to 1 step -1
    print "value is "; counter
  next counter
  end

More blocks - Just like the code between an IF THEN and END IF is called a block, so also the code inside a WHILE/WEND is called a WHILE/WEND block and code inside a FOR/NEXT loop is called a FOR/NEXT block.

Fun with Strings

Let's try some fun things with strings and iterators.  By using WHILE/WEND and the WORD$( ) function that we covered earlier, we can make a short program that counts the words in a sentence.  Here it is:

  input "Please type a sentence?"; sentence$
  while reachedEnd = 0
    position = position + 1
    if word$(sentence$, position) <> "" then
      wordCount = wordCount + 1
    else
      reachedEnd = 1
    end if
  wend
  print "You typed "; wordCount; " words."
  end

Can you guess how this works?  The WORD$( ) function allows you to extract the the word from a string at the position you specify.  If there is no word at that position, it will return an empty string.  So we know once we get an empty string that we have counted all the words, and we set reachedEnd to 1.  This causes the WHILE/WEND loop to end.

Here's another fun one.  Let's write a program that reverses a string.  The first character will be at the end of the new reversed string, and the last character will be at the beginning.  To do this, we need to introduce a couple of new functions.

First we'll look at the LEN( ) function.  This function tells us how many characters are in a string, so for example:

  howLong$ = "Liberty BASIC"
  print len(howLong$); " characters long."
  end

Secondly there is the MID$( ) function.  This function lets you cut pieces out of a string to make a smaller string.  Here is an example of using the MID$( ) function to take single character out of the middle of a string.

  phrase$ = "What looks like a donut?"
  print phrase$
  snack$ = mid$(phrase$, 20, 1)
  print snack$
  end

The MID$( ) function in this example takes 1 character out of the string in phrase$ starting at the 20th character.

Now we are ready to write a program to reverse a string:

  reverseMe$ = "this is forwards -- sdrawkcab si siht"
  print reverseMe$
  for pointer = 1 to len(reverseMe$)
    reversed$ = mid$(reverseMe$, pointer, 1) + reversed$
  next pointer
  print reversed$
  end

Step through this in the debugger.  See how the new string reversed$ is built a character at a time?  Each character is added to the front of the new string.  Can you think of a way to do this by adding characters to the end?  Here is one way:

  reverseMe$ = "guess my name! -- nikstlitselpmuR"
  print reverseMe$
  for pointer = len(reverseMe$) to 1 step -1
    reversed$ = reversed$ + mid$(reverseMe$, pointer, 1)
  next pointer
  print reversed$
  end

We do it by counting backwards using STEP -1!


Good Practices

Take a look at the following code.  The FOR has a matching NEXT, and the IF THEN has a matching END IF, but is wrong.  Can you spot what is wrong with it?

  stuff$ = "count the spaces in this string"
  print stuff$
  for pointer = 1 to len(stuff$)
    char$ = mid$(stuff$, pointer, 1)
    if char$ = " " then
      counter = counter + 1
      next pointer
    end if
  print counter
  end

The FOR/NEXT and IF THEN/END IF blocks overlap, and they should not.  

They are structured like this (WRONG):

  for ----------
                |
    if then--   |
             |  | 
      next---+--
             |
    end if---

They should look like this:
  
  for-----------
                |
    if then--   |
             |  |
    end if---   |
                |
  next----------

Here is the corrected program:

  stuff$ = "count the spaces in this string"
  print stuff$
  for pointer = 1 to len(stuff$)
    char$ = mid$(stuff$, pointer, 1)
    if char$ = " " then
      counter = counter + 1
    end if
  next pointer
  print counter
  end
  
Blocks should always be properly nested.

Here is another example with a problem:

  stuff$ = "find the Z in this string"
  print stuff$
  for pointer = 1 to len(stuff$)
    char$ = mid$(stuff$, pointer, 1)
    if char$ = "Z" then goto [foundIt]
  next pointer
[foundIt]
  print "Z at location "; pointer
  end

If you run the program, it seems to work just fine.  However, using GOTO to break out of a FOR/NEXT loop is a good way to confuse Liberty BASIC.  Instead, always use the EXIT FOR command, which tells Liberty BASIC to terminate the FOR/NEXT loop and jump to the next line after the NEXT command.  Here is a fixed version:

  stuff$ = "find the Z in this string"
  print stuff$
  for pointer = 1 to len(stuff$)
    char$ = mid$(stuff$, pointer, 1)
    if char$ = "Z" then exit for
  next pointer
  print "Z at location "; pointer
  end


Lesson Four Exercise One - Words from a sentence

Without using the WORD$( ) function, write a program which will ask for a sentence from the user and then print out the words in the sentence as shown below.  Use a FOR/NEXT loop.

Enter a sentence? The quick brown fox jumped over the lazy dog.
The
quick
brown
fox
jumped
over
the
lazy
dog.

Hint: Use the MID$( ) function to find the spaces that are in between the words.


Lesson Four Exercise Two - Average some numbers

Using a WHILE/WEND loop, write a program which asks the user for a series of numbers.  The program will count each number the user enters.  When the user types end, produce the average for the numbers the user entered.  To produce the average, add all the numbers together that the user entered, and divide by the count.  For example:

Enter some numbers to average.
? 32
? 10
? 3
? end
You entered 3 numbers.
The average is 15

Hint: Use a string variable to get the user's entries.  If the user enters the word end, stop asking for more entries and compute the average.  If the user doesn't enter the word end, convert their entry into a numeric value using the VAL( ) function.

NOTE:  Please consider posting your finished programs in the Liberty BASIC University forum for Lesson Four.  Also, please post with your questions if you get stuck on some point, of if you don't understand the exercise.


Lesson Four Quiz - Answers further down the page


  1) A special programming language feature for looping is called an __________________.

  2) Iterators do not need branch __________________.

  3) The ________________ iterator counts each time it loops.

  4) The ________________ iterator loops according to a true or false result.

  5) Never use ___________ to break out of a FOR/NEXT loop.

  6) To count backwards in a FOR/NEXT loop, use _______________________.

  7) Get a portion of a string using the __________________ function.

  8) Code blocks should never __________________________.

  9) To break out of a FOR/NEXT loop, use __________________.

10) To get the length of a string, use the __________________ function.

11) nikstlitselpmuR is ______________________ spelled backwards.  ;-) 





























Quiz Answers

  1) iterator

  2) labels

  3) FOR/NEXT

  4) WHILE/WEND

  5) GOTO

  6) STEP

  7) MID$( )

  8) overlap

  9) EXIT FOR

10) LEN( )

11) Rumplestiltskin


